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EQ – the applied science

• Group Norwegian – public awareness

• Aviation Industry and IQ – EQ  - AI 

• Understanding, impact and opportunities of the above

• Survey
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Group Norwegian Network and Airline Expansion, +150 destinations
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Group Norwegian Operating model 

Broader market access and 
growth opportunities 

Flexibility
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Liberalization from 2002 
opened a new market: Flying 

long haul directly from 

several EU countries to other 
continents. This lead to 
Norwegian’s decision of 

becoming a global airline

Opportunity to distinct itself 
from competitors
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A multiple AOC strategy was 
required to get traffic rights
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Fierce competition in Europe 
makes it challenging to 

operate

Avoid duplication

Efficient processes and solutions

One service to be delivered by 
shared services

Harmonization and interoperability 
of crew across AOCs
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Difficult to identify new 
profitable market 

opportunities and routes

Harmonization and 
centralized shared services-
strategy is crucial to manage 

complexity, ensure 
equivalent or enhanced level 

of safety and obtain 

efficiency and quality with 
the multiple AOC model



UNICEF NORWAY and Norwegian
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Norwegian is one of in all 

6 ‘signature’ partners’ with



IQ and EQ, quick recap + ‘Artificial Intellingence’ (AI)

IQ EQ

Helps you get in the door Helps you succeed at job

Measure of ability to learn or understand Measure of ability to use your emotions 
and logical skills

Trying to convince someone by facts Trying to convince someone by reasoning 

Being at the mercy of emotions because
you don’t understand them

Understanding and managing emotions and 
using them for good reasons

Book smart Heart smart

Gets you through school, and courses Gets you through life

AI

Offloads tasks

Info gathering

Info filter

Warning System(s)

Continious diagnostics

Enhanced ‘DM’



Male dominated industry, gender equality?

«EQ» in context with the heavily male-dominant aviation industry

e.g. PILOTS / ATC / Technical Staff / Ground Operations?

What about the management level of our industry ?
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Emotional Quotient vs Intellegence Quotient
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J Reason Swiss Cheese model applied in an EQ context
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How could we costruct THE CHEESE WALL

The new ‘swiss cheese model’ 

benefiting on Emotional- and 

Artificial Intelligence
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IQ … EQ and …

EDUCATING THE MIND 

WITHOUT

EDUCATING THE HEART 

IS NO EDUCATION AT ALL 
– ARISTOTLE

Is this an AND/OR or rather a ‘yes please’ concept,
do we have any tool box for the (mis)use?
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AI

Prof Margaret Boden
“ AI’s future has been hyped since its inception. Overly enthusiastic 
predictions from (some) AI - professionals have exited, and sometimes 

terrified, journalists and commentators”, (2016)

… but the aviation training-environment is about to be

redefined, partly due to; 

Virtual Reality, (VR),Augmented Reality,(AR), Mixed Reality, (MR)
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Several examples of ‘
human vs machine’ where the 

outcome is not crystal clear, 
litterally



AI

Rodin Lyasoff, CEO at A³ by Airbus
“I suspect AI (by which I mean machine sensing and learning) will impact aviation in many ways from 
passenger experience to flight operations. Personally, I would like to see improvements in the 
experience of airport security. When it comes to flight safety, we are, for the most part, willing to give 
up quite a bit of privacy”

Adam Bonnifield, AI director at Airbus; 
«working hard so that the crew can spend 
more time handling the overall strategy
and mission-,and less time dealing with
all the small sub-problems of piloting an aircraft». 
( e.g. A350 XWB; ~50.000 sensors, gathers ~2,5 TB / daily). 

Nikunj Oza, Data Sciences Group, NASA; «Rather than AI replacing humans outright in aviation, AI 
and human experts have proven to be complementary- a partnership that can save human lives«
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IQ , EQ and AI
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IQ, EQ and AI

Embrace the rise of AI 

Take time to understand the potential of AI / automation 

 

Recognize where you stand in terms of EQ 

Assess your EQ levels 

Develop your "superpower" - EQ 

 

Look for ways to inject EQ into AI tools and technologies

- Automations of Flights and Flight Operations

- Fleet Management and Optimisation
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Leadership styles in relation to IQ / EQ and AI

"Crew resource management (CRM) is the

effective utilization of all available resources, e.g. 

- crew members

- aircraft systems

- supporting facilities and 

- persons 

…to achieve safe and efficient operation“

(EASA GM1 ORO.FC.115&.215)

Could ‘AI’ enhance the utilization of ‘EQ’?

Time-frame considerations?

Any age-gaps to consider?
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summary

Blending the concepts and possibilities, to optimize synergies from Logical 

Intelligence, Emotional Intelligence and Artificial Intelligence combined,

are the challenges we all face, on an individual as well as on an 

organisational level…
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